
 
 
 
This price list is valid as of 1.5.2017 and replaces all previously published price lists. All prices are gross 
prices excluding VAT and quoted according to the following general terms of sale and delivery. 
ACO Funki A/S makes reservation for printing errors as well as product and price changes. 
 
ACO Funki A/S terms of sale and delivery  
 
The below-stated terms of sale and delivery apply if no other written agreement of deviation has been 
entered between ACO Funki A/S and Buyer. 
 
Drawings and product information 
Drawings, wording of the quotation, illustrations, technical specifications and other product information, etc. 
are guiding and without obligation, and ACO Funki A/S cannot be held responsible for possible mistakes or 
wrong interpretations. 
 
Quotations 
Quotations are made subject to prior sale and stating prevailing period of validity. ACO Funki A/S reserves 
the right to withdraw a quotation without notice. 
  
Prices 
All prices are excluding VAT and based on the dues and material prices known at the time of submitting the 
quotation. Reservations are made for possible adjustments of these. 
 
Terms of payment 
8 days net. Buyer is not entitled to set off in payments any claims which have not been admitted by ACO 
Funki A/S in writing. Overdue payments accumulate interest, 1.5% per month entered into. 
 
Handling charge 
A handling charge of EURO 20 is imposed on orders for less than EURO 550.00 net. 
 
Terms of delivery 
Ex works Herning according to Incoterms 2010. (ACO Funki A/S has taken out transport insurance on all 
deliveries, notwithstanding the delivery condition. 
 
Time of delivery 
According to agreement between Buyer and ACO Funki A/S. 
 
Packaging 
Pallets and transport frames are invoiced at EURO 11 each (pallets and frames are not returnable due to risk 
of infection). 
 
Return of goods 
Return goods are only accepted according to express agreement and, if so, ACO Funki A/S only accepts 
return of standard goods returned in original packing that have not been installed or damaged in any way. 
Return goods will be credited at 80% of the item’s net price. 
 
Other conditions 
For all other conditions regarding deliveries excluding installation, NL92 apply, except for the last sentence of 
point No. 11 as well as points Nos. 13 and 14. 
 


